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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A controversial new method of utilizing teachers'
talents and time -differentiated staffing- had been
under study by many of Washington State's school
districts, and pilot programs had been implemented
in several districts.

Many hypothetical arguments

had been forwarded favoring differentiated staffing
and many opposing it, however, little research had
been done on the pilot programs that had been implemented.

Prior to this study, information regarding

the status of differentiated staffing in the first
class districts of Washington State was unavailable.

THE PURPOSE
Statement of the purpose.

It was the purpose

of this study (1) to examine the literature on differentiated staffing; (2) to determine the status of
differentiated staffing in the first class districts
of Washington State; (3) to compare the authorities'
description of differentiated staffing to an actual
pilot program implemented in Washington; (4) to
determine the attitude of the certificated staff
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towards differentiated staffing in each building
included in the study; (5) to determine if teachers
and administrators in the buildings included in the
study felt the differentiated staffing utilization
of teachers improved instruction significantly more
than was the case under traditional staffing; (6) to
identify areas of strengths and weaknesses in
differentiated staffing; and(?) to make recommendations regarding future implementation of differentiated
staffing in Washingtono
Importance of the study.

Every organizational

plan has deficiencies and limitations.

To anticipate

these problems prior to implementation of any new
concept is essential as is careful scrutiny and
examination of the pilot programs once implemented.
The most valid test of any new organizational structure
is the improvement of instruction and consequently
greater student learning (10:J).

This study did not

try to measure student progress under differentiated
staffing as opposed to traditional staffing through
testing.

It did seek to determine teacher attitude

toward the pilot programs and the teacher's feelings
as to what the impact of differentiated staffing was
on instruction and learning.

The attitude of teachers
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toward a new program greatly affects its success or
failure (2:68-69).
The study did attempt to show the strengths and
weaknesses of differentiated staffing as implemented.
Evaluation was essential if mistakes were to be avoided
in future differentiated staffing programs in
Washington.

This study would hopefully help some

school districts avoid possible errors in the implementation procedure and structure of their differentiated
staffing models.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY
Scope of the study.
the following ways:

This study was limited in

(1) only first class districts

were considered; (2) only districts in Washington
State were included in the study; (3) only certificated
staff were considered by the study; and (4) no attempt
was made to determine students' progress under the
pilot programs through testing and/or meeting behavioral
objectives, however, teachers opinions on this subject
were surveyed.

The study included all certificated

personnel with a teaching or administrative contract
assigned to the building surveyed.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Differentiated staffing.
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There was no set

definition of differentiated staffing since at the
time this study was conducted many models, with a
variety of bases were being proposed, developed, and
tried.

A tentative definition, however, by the

National TEPS Commission read as follows:
A plan for recruitment, preparation, induction,
and continuing education of staff personnel for the
schools that will bring a much broader range of
manpower to education than is now available. Such
arrangements might facilitate individual professional
development to prepare for increased satisfaction,
status, and material reward (14:1).
Authorities state that the following items should
be included in any differentiated staffing plan.
1. A minimum of three differentiated staff
teaching levels each having a different salary
range and different role description (7:5).
2. A maximum salary at the top teaching level
that was at least double the maximum at the
lowest (7:5).
3. Substantial direct teaching as core responsibility for all teachers at all salary levels
including those in the top brackets (7:6).
4. Teachers involved in the decision making
process through a representative body that met
regularly with the administrator ($:14).
5. Varying contract lengths for teachers
at different levels of the teacher hierarchy (7:6).
6. Teachers involved in the development of
the differentiated staffing programs in their
respective districts (3:56).
7. Teachers involved in the evaluation of
other teachers (10:5).
8. Paraprofessionals used to assist teachers
(10:13).
9. A reorganization of the administrative
structure (5:5).
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10. Greater professional opportunity for
teachers (10:5).
11. The use of behavioral objectives to evaluate
differentiated staffings effect on student learning

(3:56).
12.

13.

Flexible scheduling (7:6).
Individualized instruction program (3:53).

Differentiated staffing in this study was interpreted as any staff utilization plan that incorporated
a teacher hierarchy with at least three levels, each
with a different job description and salary range, and
included paraprofessionals in the role of instructional
aides or clerks.
First class district.

First class district was

defined according to Washington State law (28A.57.140)
in this study.

Any school district in the state

having a population in excess of ten thousand, as
shown by any regular or special census or by any
other evidence acceptable to the intermediate school
district superintendent, shall be a school district
of first class.

At the time of this study there

were seventy such districts in Washington State.

Certificated staff.

Certificated staff in this

study was interpreted as referring to teachers,
counselors, and administrators holding valid Washington
State certificates not employed as paraprofessionals.
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Traditional staffing.

All staffing programs

that did not have at least three differentiated
staffing levels each having a different salary range
and role description were interpreted as traditional
in this study.
Paraprofessional.

Paraprofessional was inter-

preted in this study as meaning an instructional aide
uncertified, meeting the requirements of their respective districts that worked with students and teachers
in a clerical or instructional capacity.

Their uses

could be varied to meet the needs of the students
and teachers.

ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
Chapter I.

Chapter one was designed to inform

the reader why the study was conducted, to give an
understanding of how frequently used terms were
interpreted, to describe the limitations of the study,
and to outline the organization of the remainder of
the thesis.
Chapter II.
literature.

Chapter two was a review of the

Included in Chapter II was rationale for

differentiated staffing, implementation considerations,
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the Temple City Model, evaluation of differentiated
staffing models, evaluation of personnel, cost
considerations, and the merit pay debate.
Chapter III.

Chapter three was an examination

of the status of differentiated staffing in the
first class districts of Washington State.

An

outstanding Washington State differentiated staffing
model was described and compared to the authorities
description of the ideal model.
Chapter IV.

Chapter four was a compilation

and analysis of the results of the questionnaire
distributed to a differentiated staffing school in
Federal Way, Washington.

It sought to determine

attitudes of certified staff and the respondents'
opinion of differentiated staffing's impact on instruction.
Chapter V.

Chapter five was an analysis of the

strong and weak points of differentiated staffing as
determined by the literature and in a more limited way
by the questionnaire results.
Chapter VI.

Chapter six was a summary of the

thesis and a list of recommendations regarding the
implementation procedures and structure of future
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differentiated staffing programs in Washington State.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The review of the literature is divided into
the following subtopics:

rationale of differentiated

staffing, implementation considerations, Temple City
Plan, evaluation of the program, evaluation of personnel, cost considerations, and merit pay debate.
RATIONALE FOR DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING
Differentiated staffing was one alternative
that had been presented to improve instruction.

It

was not the only alternative, but one that deserved
investigation.

The rationale for differentiated

staffing enumerates some of the problems that faced
education and how this new staffing concept may have
been able to contribute to solving these problems.
Rationale.

Fenwick English, Project Director

of the Temple City Differentiated Staffing Plan has
presented a very comprehensive rationale for differentiated staffing (8:1-17).

A summary of his arguments

follows.
The teacher has changed, society has changed,
knowledge has changed, and students have changed.

The
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only thing that remains the same is the school,
functioning on the same assumptions about the teacher
as seventy years ago.

Once a pedagogue, social

misfit, or poor man's scholar, the teacher had no
more than a ninth grade education and maybe a year
of normal school at the turn of the century.

This

contrasts greatly with the college graduate of today,
often times with advanced degrees in specialized
fields.

With this increased training the teacher

has become restless and dissatisfied with his position
in the educational organization that still sees him
as the ninth grade educated school master with birch
rod and knapsack.

The teacher is still considered

sub-professional and must to told what to do and when
to do it ($:1-2).
The school says rather plainly that all teachers
are exactly equal because no matter how long they
have taught, or how many years of advanced training
they have earned, they still receive thirty students,
in the same four walls, with the same instructional
responsibility as they did when they first began
their teaching careers ($:3).
There are no promotions in teaching per se.
All promotions lead away from the classroom.

If a

teacher advances it is as a counselor, coordinator,
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consultant, supervisor, vice principal, principal,
anything but promotion as a teacher.

The hypocrisy

of current education is clearly evident; we say
teaching is the most important activity in education,
but all rewards, financial and otherwise, encourage
movement away from the classroom.

The administrator

is the one who has the status, power, and prestige in
education.

Administration is the executive trail.

All of these problems have spawned militant
teacher unions and associations in the nation's urban
areas.

Here educational bureacracy is at its worst:

Communication lines overextended or non-existent;
decaying school buildings; and ghettoized neighborhood areas.

Teachers have turned to strike as the

method that brings results (8:8).
Differentiated staffing offers a promising
solution by separating teacher roles and offering
career advancement to teachers. It is a way of
retaining career teachers in the classroom.
Teachers may be advanced and paid salaries commensurate with school administrators and command
equal, if not greater prestige and influence in
the educational organization. By opening up the
decision making machinery to active teacher participation, leadership is supported and augmented
by the best combined professional expertise
available in solving problems in the school or
county. Through the development of colleague
evaluation and interaction, the gap between the
administrator and teacher is reduced. Both
functions are still vital to the organization,
but teaching can no longer be considered to be
subservient to administration. Differentiated
staffing brings into being a structual incentive
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system that rewards teaching, not at the expense
of administration, but in addition to administration ( 8: 5).
English (10:5) sums his arguments up by saying,
"The need is to create an organization which has the
capacity to be unequal in its treatment of students
and in its harnessing of the resources to do that
job in order to provide equality of educational
opportunity."
Dwight Allen (1:1) adds that considering all
the talk in education today about meeting the individual needs of students, attention to the individual
differences of teachers is long overdue.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS
Every new organizational plan has possible
deficiencies.

To anticipate these and to devise

plans to avoid these pitfalls is essential for the
success of any differentiated staffing model.

It

is possible to benefit from failures as well as
successes in the implementation of differentiated
staffing.

The following is a summary of literature

suggesting considerations that should be taken into
account before a district embarks on a differentiated
staffing plan.,
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Implementation.

Experience suggests that not

only should teachers be involved in the planning and
implementation of differentiated staffing but also
there needs to be a broad consensus favoring it before
it is put into effect.

Leaders of the teachers

association in a small Phoenix, Arizona school district
were involved in constructing a differentiated staffing
plan.

When the plan was put to a faculty vote the

outcome was close, 41 yes to 30 no.

The losers took

their case to court charging the plan was merit pay
and that the superintendent had handed out the hierarchical plums to association leaders (7:7).
Problems can be prevented if:

administrators'

roles are re-assessed at the same time the classroom
teachers' roles change; sufficient funds are alloted
for adequate planning, implementing and maintaining
a satisfactory program of differentiation; differentiated staffing is viewed as a means of obtaining
improved instruction, not as a disguise for merit
pay; and advancement of qualified teachers is encouraged (5:5).
Basic conditions to be met for successful
implementation of a differentiated teaching staff
are:

an atmosphere of mutual trust among teachers,

administrators, and school boards; freedom for all
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parties to express their feelings openly and without
fear of retribution in a mutual endeavor to consider
problems and alternatives; a realistic view by everyone involved that differentiated staffing will not
solve all the problems of education (5:5).
A publication of the Florida Department of
Education (13:1-S) presented a set of questions that
should be considered by any district considering the
implementation of differentiated staffing.

For

continuity the questions were placed in sequence and
grouped to cover the following general areas:
program relevancy to assure a degree of continous
adaptability in fulfillment of stated objectives;
the individualization process in both learning and
teaching; efficient utilization of time and talent;
individual growth as it relates to improved professionalism; related involvement of other programs,
agencies, and communities; and validation of the
evaluation process to assure continous growth and
development.
The questions are as follows:
1. What are your instructional objectives and
is the proposed staffing pattern related to those
objectives?
2. Will the proposed new flexible staffing
patterns be developed so that they will be able
to individualize the teaching-learning process?
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3.

Will newly proposed flexible staffing
patterns provide for continued flexibility so
that the school system can adapt to future needs?

4. Do your plans for the training of educational personnel incorporate the same principles
inherent in your instructional plans for children?
That is, does your teacher training plan incorporate performance criteria and individualized
instruction for teachers?
5. If more efficient time utilization is one
of your primary concerns, will your school district
provide the necessary training for educational
personnel so that they will be able to understand
and apply a more flexible time schedule in the
schools?
6. Have you identified and prepared for the
training of educational personnel so that the
school or school district can make optimum use
of the skills and talents of current administrative as well as instructional staff?

7. Will the proposed flexible staffing pattern
contribute to the enhancement of teacher professionalism?
8. Will instructional personnel be involved
in the decision making process when relevant to
their instructional responsibilities?
9. Has the community been involved in the
planning for the new patterns of school organization?
10. Have other agencies and institutions made
commitments to or participated in planning for a
more flexible school organization and subsequent
inservice training activities to follow?
11. To what extent will the re-examination of
your school organization be coordinated with
other local, state, and federal programs?
12. Have you considered a realistic design for
evaluating the proposed flexible staffing patterns
as they are related directly to your instructional
objectives?

TEMPLE CITY PLAN
The Temple City, California, differentiated
staffing model was the most known of the differentiated staffing models at the time of this study.
Oak Avenue Intermediate School in Temple City was
the first school in the United States to differentiate.

More than a thousand visitors came to see

the school in operation each year.
History of the Temple City differentiated
staffing model.

The history of the Temple City

differentiated staffing model started in 1965 when
Superintendent John Rand invited Dwight Allen, then
associate professor of education at Stanford, to
Temple City to discuss differentiated staffing.
Workshops were held for all district personnel including teachers, administrators, and school board
members.

At a summer workshop a proposal was written

for submission to the Charles F. Kettering Foundation.

In December of 1966, the district received

$41,840 and later another $15,000 to develop a
rationale for differentiated staffing.

Rand set up

a steering committee to refine the plan and bring
specific recommendations to the school board.
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The project almost foundered at this point as
teachers found themselves outnumbered by administrators
on the steering committee.

The teachers suspected

some sort of administrator deception.

The committee

was reorganized so that teachers comprised a majority.
All six schools in the district were represented on
a basis of one member for every five hundred pupils.
Both the professional association (dominant in numbers)
and the teachers union were represented by their
presidents on the committee.

The union president,

Al Shuey, stated that nearly all modifications of
the program resulted from teacher suggestions.

He

also stated that even though not all teachers in the
district liked differentiated staffing their opinions
were considered.
The steering committee drew up a detailed plan
and presented it to the school board.

The board

approved the plan and it went into effect at Oak
Avenue Intermediate School and the high school in
September of 1968 (7:11).
Temple City schools.

Temple City School

District had four elementary schools, one intermediate
school and a high school.

The high school and

intermediate school had flexible scheduling and
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differentiated staffing.

Two elementary schools had

flexible scheduling but no staff differentiation.
Two elementary schools were traditional.

The entire

district was slated to become flexible and differentiated eventually (7:10).
Temple City teacher hierarchy.

The Temple City

teacher hierarchy was as follows (7:12):
Master Teacher - a district curriculum and
research specialist.

His job was to be informed of

all research into new methods and his subject area
and to transfer it from the field to the school.

He

worked with senior teachers to devise pilot projects
and to test new ideas.

He was the key to the self

renewal of the curriculum.

He was required to have

a doctorate or equivalent.

Teaching time was about

twenty-five percent that of the staff teacher.
Contract length was twelve months and salary range
was from $15,500 to $25,000 (top of range exceeded
superintendent salary).

He had no tenure as master

teacher, however, he maintained tenure as a staff teacher.
Senior Teacher - was responsible for the
overall course content in his subject area at his
school and for the application of innovations to the
classroom.

He hired and evaluated paraprofessionals
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and assigned student teachers in his discipline.

As

a member of his school's academic senate, he shared
with the principal the selection and evaluation of
his colleagues in his subject area.

He was the team

leader in team teaching and was required to have a
master's degree or its equivalent.

Salary range was

from $14,000 to $17,500.
Staff Teacher - full time classroom teacher
comprising bulk of faculty.

B.A. degree was required.

Salary range was from $7,600 to $11,000.
Associate Teacher - a student or probationary
teacher or teaching intern.

Temple City cooperated

with California State College.

He worked as a team

member and was deployed when a staff teacher's expertise
and experience was not required.
Auxiliary Support Personnel - included instructional aides and clerks.

They freed teachers from study

supervision and other non-teaching duties.
Academic senate.

The decision making vehicle

at the school level was the academic senate.

It was

made up of four senior teachers and principal as
chairman (without veto power).

If a school had less

than four senior teachers the staff teachers elected
one or more of their number to make up the difference.

Figure 1
TEMPLE CITY UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT
A MODRL OF DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING ( 8: 1 Q)

NON-TENURE
NON-TENURE
TENURE

TENURE

MASTER TEACHER (DOC.
OR EQUIVALENT)

SENIOR TEACHER
(M.s. OR EQUIVALENT)

STAFF TEACHER (B.A.
DEGREE & CALIF. CREDENT I lL)

ASSOCIATE TEACHER

(A.B. OR INTERN)

•

100 %TEACHilJG

$6,,500 - 9,000

100%

3/5' s

2/5 1 s

10

10-11 MONTHS
$14,500 - 17,500

12 MONTHS
$15,646 - 25,000

TEACHilJG
RESPONSIBILITIES
MONTHS

t7,500 - 11,000

STAFF TEACHING
RESPONSIBILITIES

ACADEMIC ASSISTANTS A.A. DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT
EDUCATIONAL TECHNICIANS
CLERKS

t4. 000 -

$6.000 -

STAFF TEACHING
RESPONSIBILITIES

7.i::.on

7. r;oo

$5,000 - 7,500

•
Teaching responsibilities are denoted on a flexible schedule rather than a traditional schedule.
Thus it will be possible for a teacher to instruct aa many, if not more, students per week though
the actual time interval may be reduced.
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Figure 2
ROLE RESPONSIBIUTIES IN TEMPLE CITY, CALIFORNIA(
A DIFFERENTIATED TEACHING STAFF ( 1 Q: 1 4 J
TEACHING ROIE

RESPOUSIBIUTY

FUNCTIONS

EXAJ,:PLE(S)

Haster Teacher

District-wideJ
subject area
responsibilities.
K-12.

Classroom teaching;
application of
research to curriculum
design by subject
discipline and
structure.

Development of experimental
research design of social
studies units utilizing
"post-holing" approach to
solving contemporary social
science problems at junior
high school level.

Senior Teacher

School
responsibilities.
K-6• 7-9, 10-12.

Classroom teachingJ
application of new
methodologies,
learning and teaching
strategiesJ media
applications.

Concomitant development of
experimental teaching strategies
and tactics with new social
studies "post-holing" units
in pilot situation; evaluation;
inservice with staffJ revisionsJ
development of resource banks
for new units.

Staff Teacher

Grade
responsibilities,
K-6• 7-9. 10-12.

Classroom teachingJ
individualized
instruction; large/
small group presentations, tutorial
sessions.

Adaption, adoption, evaluation
of new social science units
with suggestions made af'ter
extensive pupil monitoring in
various instructional settings
and modes for alternative
strate1des.

Associate Teacher

Grade
responsibilities.
K-6, 7-9, 10-12.

Beginning teacher.
Classroom teachingJ
team-teaching partnerJ
large group instruotion assistance.

Implementation of new social
science units with variations
appropriate to teaching team
strategies and assigmnentJ
evaluation of units regarding
relevancy and content validity.

I\)
.....
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The academic senate was involved in all decisions
affecting the school and its policies.
had but one vote.

The principal

He had no final authority.

The

blame or praise for decisions was with the entire
senate.
Academic Coordinating Council.

Decision making

on the district level was handled by the Academic
Coordinating Council.

The Council was made up of six

master teachers, if available, and the superintendent
as chairman (without veto power).

Appeals from the

school level or district level decision making body
could be taken to the fifteen member steering committee.

The steering committee was the original body

that developed the whole program and was composed of
a majority of teachers.
Role of the principal.

The principal was

charged with the responsibility of institutional
leadership as a generalist.

He coordinated the school

schedule, the use of facilities, and the deployment
of resources.

He was expected to provide imput in

the areas of group dynamics, learning behavior, and
human relations.

He had to be an expert in identifying

problems and proposing solutions.

His power was in

his persuasiveness and ability, as opposed to his
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position in the district hierarchy.

The principal

taught some classes as did all district administrators.
EVALUATION OF DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING MODELS
Definition of goals.

Definition of goals in

terms of expected student behaviors in order to assess
the effectiveness of professional practice was needed
according to English (8:4).

Differentiated staffing

was not an end in itself but a means of improving
instruction, so that the best way to evaluate a model
was through the development of curriculum that could
be measured in student outcomes.
Comparison of alternative models.

While the

task of formulating goals and performance objectives
was being done, comparison of alternative models
could take place.

It was assumed that any model that

allowed teacher talents and time to be used more
effectively enhanced learning since the teacher was
the key facilitator of the learning process (11:54).
EVALUATION OF PERSONNEL
Evaluation responsibility.

Teachers were

responsible for evaluation in differentiated staffing.
Staff teachers and associate teachers evaluated senior
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and master teachers because these were the people that
served them and who should have been better able to
evaluate than the people who received the service
(10:15).

Senior and master teachers in turn evaluated

their colleagues (Fig. 3).
Suggestions, criticism, and judgements of
colleagues could be very beneficial for the professional educator and the improvement of instruction
if evaluation was not used in a primitive manner.
The two way flow of the monitoring of ideas and
service was one of the crucial differences between
evaluation as practiced usually in traditional staffing and the process of appraisal exchange in a
differentiated teaching staff.

The assumption was

that professional teachers are competent to render
valid observations on teaching in their fields.
Advancement beyond the staff teacher level
was not automatic but was contingent upon successful
evaluation by one's colleagues.
COST CONSIDERATIONS
Costs were found to be very similar between
schools utilizing differentiated staffing and traditional staffing in Kansas City, Missouri public
schools.

Mary Harmon Weeks Elementary School which
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Figure 3
A MODEL OF EVALUATIO~ AND DECISION MAKING IN A
DIFFERENTIATED TEAC'!ING STAFF ( 1 Q: 1 7)

Board Policy (Institutional Subsystem)

Institutional Subsystem

__

►
r-,
.._◄
I
">

<::::>

Technical subsystem (evaluative and decision-making responsibilities)
Uanagerial subsystem (evaluative and decision-:ipaking responsibilities)
Corporate decision-making subsystems (technical/managerial groups)
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utilized differentiated staffing had a budget of
$334,362 while a traditional elementary school of
comparable size had a budget of $316,275, for a
difference of $18,087 (Fig. 4).
Martin Luther King Junior High School which
utilized differentiated staffing had a budget of
$535,035.50 while a traditional junior high school of
comparable size had a budget of $517,337.50, for a
difference of $17,698 (Fig. 5).

It should be noted

that there was very little difference, however, costs
are dependent upon what services or personnel are
included in the staffing programs.
Dr. Donald Hair, Superintendent of the Kansas
City Schools stated in reference to the schools
utilizing differentiated staffing, "For the same
money we are getting additional service; full time
specialists in physical education, art, music and
counseling services which we don't have in the
traditional school (12:29)."

Much of the cost was

made up by having fewer certificated staff and more
paraprofessionals who drew lesser salaries.
Cockerville (7:8), Professor of Education at
Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pennsylvania had
warned that implementing differentiated staffing to
save money was a mistake because it was liable to cost
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Figure 4
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN MARY HARMON WEEKS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
AND A TRADITIONAL ELE¥1ENTRY SCHOOL OF COMPARABLE SIZE (7:31)
ADMINISTRP.TION
Principal
Administrative Coordinator
Subtotal

WEEKS

TRADITIONAL

$15,400
12,155
$27,555

$14,350
9,340
$23,690

STAFF
2 Coordinating Instructors
7 Senior Instructors
11 Instructors
4 Associate Instructors
4 Interns
8 Student Teachers
l Vocal Music
1 Physical Ed.
1 Art
l Speech and Reading
l Librarian
1 Health Services Counselor
1 Professional Nurse
l Instrumental Music
l Administrative Sec.
1 Attendence Clerk
1 Library Clerk
8 Teachers' Aides
Subtotal
Total

$24,310
64,449
92,070
15,600
16,000
S,370
8,370
8,370
S,370
S,370
8,370
8,370
2,092
4,000
3,467
3,353
221876

(31)

(1/5)
(2/5)
(l/6)
{2/5)
(l/10)

$259,470

1,674
3,348
1,395
3,348
8,370
837
5,022
2,092
4,000
1,949
1,080

$306,807

$292,585

$334,362

$316,275

Difference

$18,087

Figure 5
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN MARTIN LUTHER KING
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL AND A TRADITIONAL
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL OF COMPARABLE SIZE (7:32)
ADMINISTRATION
Principal
Vice Prin.
Subtotal

KING

TRADITIONAL

$15,400.00
1~,475.00
$ 2,875.00

$ 15,400.00
1~ 2 ~75.00
$ 2, 75.00

INSTRUCTION
2 Coord. Instr.

7 Senior Instr.
@ $9,200
31 Instructors

(including Lib.)

8 Assoc. Instr.

2 Spec. Ed. Instr.
Subtotal

$24,310.00
64,400.00
267,840.00
31,200.00
16,740.00
$404,490.00

(48) $410,130.00
16,~40.00
$426,70.00

CERTIFICATED SERVICE

$ 12,000.00
22,874.00
Counselors
21,263.50
Nurse
8,370.00
Home School Coord.
8,370.00
Accompanists
4 2 845.00
Subtotal
$ 77,722.50

3 Interns

8 Teacher Aides

2
1
1
2

( 2)

$ 21,263.50
8,370.00
6,696.00
(4/5)
42845.00
$ 41,174.50

NONCERTIFICATED
1
3
1
1

Libr. Clerk
Secretaries
Registrar
Textbook Clerk
Subtotal
Total
Difference

$ 3,530.00
11,680.00
5,088.00
3,650.00
$ 23,948.00

$11,680.00
5,088.00
3,650.00
$20,418.00

$535,035050

$517,337.50
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more if implemented correctly.
MERIT PAY DEBATE
Differentiated staffing.€!.§. merit .E.il•

Some

educators have considered differentiated staffing a
merit pay system in disguise.

David Selden (7:S),

President of the American Federation of Teachers
said, "We consider this (differentiated staffing)
merely a device to introduce merit rating in disguise."

Gary D. Watts (7:8), head of the National

Services said, "It is camouflaged merit pay of the
highest order, and I'm against it for all the reasons
that I'm against merit pay."

Many education asso-

ciation field men, union leaders, and local urban
executive secretaries across the country held these
same views.
Answer to the merit .lli!.Y. argument.

James L.

Olivero (15:37), Executive Director of the Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory, Albuquerque, New Mexico stated, "Many educators look
upon differentiated staffing as merit pay in disguise, and indeed they are right if everyone in
the educational establishment is expected to perform
essentially the same tasks and carry equal responsi-
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bilities.

In the three types of merit pay schemes

identified by the NEA, all teachers are expected to fill
similar roles, with salary increments given for
especially meritorious service.

Differentiated

staffing patterns with concomitant differentiations
in fiscal rewards for differences in responsibilities
are not merit pay schemes."
Roy Edelfelt (7:2), Executive Secretary of
NCTEPS stated, "Merit pay means salary differentials
based on the quality of performance in situations
where every teacher has a similar task and the same
degree of responsibility.

Differentiated staffing

would establish differentials based on differences
in degree of responsibility."
SUMMARY
It was the consensus of all authors that
differentiated staffing must be considered a vehicle
for the improvement of instruction and not simply
an end in itself.

Differentiated staffing was one

means of reaching the goal of improved instruction
that deserved to be investigated.

It was not con-

sidered the only answer but an alternative that
seemed to have potential and merit.
Teachers had potentially more career opportunity
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and their talents could have been utilized more effectively.

Students could receive an education that

would have made allowances for individual differences.
Evaluation of the differentiated staffing
model should have been ultimately based on students'
progress as measured against performance criteria.
Evaluation of personnel would be reciprocal among
teaching colleagues.
Costs were found to be very similar for a
differentiated staffing model and traditional staffing
model.

It would be a mistake to consider differen-

tiated staffing a device for cutting costs.

More

services could be provided from the same amount of
money.
Finally merit pay arguments were presented
which stated differentiated staffing was merit pay
in disguise, and differentiated staffing was not
merit pay since pay differences were based on responsibility levels and not meritorious performance in
the rendering of the same service.

CHAPTER III
DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING IN WASHINGTON STATE
Many first class districts in Washington State
had implemented some of the components of differentiated staffing such as team teaching, use of teacher
aides, and individualized instruction.

A few had

implemented what could be considered differentiated
staffing models.

This chapter describes the status of

differentiated staffing in Washington's seventy first
class districts as of spring 1971 and examines the
Brigadoon Elementary (Federal Way School District
#210) differentiated staffing model.
STATUS OF DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING IN THE
FIRST CLASS DISTRICTS OF WASHINGTON STATE
Letter of inquiry.

A letter of inquiry

(Appendix A) was sent to all superintendents of first
class districts in Washington State.

Sixty-seven out

of seventy superintendents responded for a ninety-six
percent return after two mailings.

All responses (6)

on the second mailing indicated those districts did
not plan to implement any differentiated staffing
models.

It was assumed that the three superintendents

that did not respond to the letter after the second
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mailing also had no plans to implement differentiated
staffing models.
The superintendents could have responded by
checking one of the following choices provided in
the letter:
Have implemented a differentiated staffing
model.
Have formed committees to work on a
differentiated staffing model.
Plan to form committees to study the
differentiated staffing concept.
No plans to implement a differentiated
staffing plan at this time.
Response to the letter of inquiry.

The

Superintendents of the first class districts responded
as follows:
Have implemented a differentiated staffing
model (14%)
Clover Park
Edmonds (partial)
Federal Way
Franklin Pierce
Mukilteo

Seattle (partial)
Shoreline
Spokane (partial)
Yakima (partial)
Walla Walla

Have formed committees to work on a differentiated staffing model (13%)
Aberdeen
Burlington Edison
Lake Washington
Longview
Mercer Island

Renton
Richland
Sumner
Vancouver

Lake Washington planned to open Juanita High, a
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differentiated staffed school in the fall of 1971.
Aberdeen also planned to open a differentiated
staffed elementary school in the fall.
Plan to form committees to study the differentiated staffing concept (9%)
Anacortes
Bellingham
Highline

Marysville
Pasco
South Kitsap

No plans to implement a differentiated
staffing plan at this time (60%)
Auburn
Battleground
Bellevue
Bothell
Bremerton
Camas
Central Kitsap
Chehalis
Cheney
Clarkston
Eastmont
Ellensburg
Everett
Evergreen
Hoquiam
Issaquah
Kelso
Kennewick
Kent
Mead
Moses Lake

Mount Vernon
North Kitsap
Northshore
North Thurston
Oak Harbor
Olympia
Othello
Penninsula
Port Angeles
Pullman
Puyallup
Sedro Woolley
Snohomish
South Central
Sunnyside
Tacoma
Toppenish
Wapato
Wenatchee
West Valley (Spokane)
West Valley (Yakima)

Districts not responding (4%)
Central Valley
Centralia

University Place

Limitations of inquiry letter.

The letter of

inquiry was limited in that it did not determine what
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items included in the definition of differentiated
staffing in this study were included in the programs
that had been implemented.

It was discovered that

the majority of districts that responded "yes" to
having implemented a differentiated staffing model
had done so in most cases on a limited basis.

The

programs involved the use of aides and individualized
instruction by department rather than entire building.
Summary.

In summary, twenty-five (36%) of

Washington's seventy first class districts were
considering differentiated staffing to varying
degrees as of spring 1971.

Several districts that

responded -no plans for differentiated staffing
presently- indicated that the concept was being
discussed informally.

Two districts that had not

implemented a differentiated staffing model indicated
they would tentatively be opening extensive differentiated staffing pilot models as of fall 1971.

It

would appear that the relatively new concept of
differentiated staffing was being considered by a
significant number of Washington's first class
districts as of spring 1971.
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BRIGADOON ELEMENTARY
The Brigadoon Elementary Model in Federal
Way School District #210 was one of the most outstanding models of differentiated staffing in
Washington State as of 1971.

The program offered

at Brigadoon was exemplary as it included most of
the components of the ideal differentiated staffing
model.
Comparison checklist.

The following checklist

was constructed to determine how close the Brigadoon
Model came to the authorities description of differentiated staffing.
Yes 1. A minimum of three differentiated staff
teaching levels each having a different salary
range and different role description.
Yes 2. A maximum salary at the top teaching level
-uiat was at least double the maximum at the lowest.
Yes 3. Substantial direct teaching as core respon~bility for all teachers at all salary levels
including those in the top brackets.
Yes 4. Teachers involved in the decision making
process.
Yes 5. Varying contract lengths for teachers at
cITfferent levels of the teacher hierarchy.
Yes 60 Teachers involved in the development of
tne differentiated staffing program.
No 7. Teachers involved in the evaluation of
other teachers.
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Yes
No

S.

Paraprofessionals used to assist teachers.

9. A reorganization of the administrative
structure.

Yes 10. Greater professional opportunity for
teachers.
Yes 11.

Use of behavioral objectives.

Yes 12.

Flexible scheduling.

Yes 13.

A program of individualized instruction.

Brigadoon's model agreed with all but two of
the criteria for the ideal differentiated staffing
program.

The one point, reorganization of the

administrative structure, would have been more
applicable for evaluating a district wide differentiated staffing structure.
Building.

The Brigadoon building was of open

concept design for complete flexibility.

All teaching

spaces were separated with moveable furniture.

The

architect was Robert Price of Tacoma, Washington.
Completed in 1970, Brigadoon was honored for outstanding architecture by the American Association
of School Administrators.
Ob.jectives.

The major objectives of the

Brigadoon School were (1) to present an exemplary
program to be viewed by others as a model for possible
implementation, in whole or part, in other educational

settings, (2) to completely individualize instruction,
and (3) to integrate the handicapped learner with
regular classes.

From observation it would appear

that Brigadoon successfully fulfilled each of these
objectives.
Staff structure.

Brigadoon's differentiated

staffing structure was as follows:
1
3
5
18

administrator
consultants
staff teachers
interns
8 instructional aides (32 hrs./day aide time}
Certificated staff-pupil ratio 1:32 (290 pupils)
Adult-pupil ratio 1:10

The staff was divided into two teams; primary
and intermediate.

Each team worked together for six

weeks prior to the opening of school.

The primary

team was responsible for 150 students and was made
up of one consultant, two teachers, nine interns,
and five aides.

The intermediate team was respon-

sible for 110 students and was composed of one consultant, two teachers, seven interns, and three
aides.

Kindergarten was staffed with one teacher,

three interns, and one aide.
The consultants were the team leaders.

Being

present at nearly all times the consultant worked
closely with teachers and interns on the planning,
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conducting, and evaluation of learning experiences.
Two of the three consultants had Doctorates in
in Education, the third was near completion.
The staff teachers worked directly with
interns and students at all times.

The average

experience was four years for the staff teacher.
Eighteen interns were seniors from Seattle
Pacific College.

Starting with the summer workshop

the interns worked the entire year at Brigadoon.
They did not have to travel back to Seattle Pacific,
the college professors came to them at Brigadoon.
Mr. Eben Robinson, the principal at Brigadoon and
Dr. Robert Johnson coordinator of the program from
Seattle Pacific praised the unique idea of bringing
the college professor to the school.

It benefitted

not only the interns but the staff teachers and
students with whom they worked.

Each intern received

a salary of $1,500.
The aide's time at Brigadoon was thirty-two
hours a day.

The aides worked in both instructional

and clerical capacity.

High school students and

housewives made up the aide groupo
Program.

The program offered by Brigadoon

was entirely individualized for the student.

Every
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child under the contract system was insured a successful learning experience.
all areas.

The students were tested in

Student deficiencies were diagnosed and

contracts designed to attack the deficiency were
prescribed.

No grades were given.

A weekly report

(Fig. 6) was sent home to parents describing the
child's progress in the various subject areas.
Continuous progress was assured by students completing
contracts at their own pace.

A chart was kept (Fig. 7)

by each student that tracked the amount of time
spent at each activity and contracts completed
weekly.
Each team integrated their students, grades
four through six, and one through three for many
activities.

Learning at Brigadoon was considered

a cooperative venture rather than academic competition.
Older students were encouraged to help the younger
students and each other.

The low pupil-adult ratio

(1:10) enabled each child to receive more individual
attention.

It was impossible to identify the students

with learning problems that were integrated with the
regular classes.
Financing.

Brigadoon·received a $72,000

Title III ESEA Grant in addition to regular monies
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Figure 6
WEEKLY REPORT TO PARENTS
Student-Self Evaluation
NNE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Week _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Reading• Contracts CCllll)leted _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Vocabulary words
Library books p.p.
Spelling - Contracts CC111Pleted _ _ _ _ _ _ __
f Words
English - Tasks CCllll)leted
Hanclifriting • cursive

letters/■in.

sub.
---- divide
-----

add
Facts. rate:
ault.
Contracts CC111Pleted
Concepts

Mathe■atics

_ _ _ _ __

----

1. - - - - - - - -

2. - - - - - - - 3. - - - - - - - -

Social Studies
Science
Health
Physical Ed.
Art
Music

Teacher Ccai-:.,;ie:::.n:;.;::t;:;..s_ _ __

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Figure 7
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alloted to elementary schools in Federal Way.

Most

of this money was spent on salaries for aides and
interns.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED
AT BRIGADOON ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
This chapter deals with the results of the
questionnaire conducted as part of this study at
Brigadoon Elementary School (Federal Way School
District #210).

The chapter was divided into three

sections, background information, questionnaire
results, and summary.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Purposes of the questionnaire.
of the questionnaire were as follows:

The purposes
(1) to deter-

mine the attitude of the Brigadoon certificated
staff toward differentiated staffing as an alternative
to traditional staffing patterns; (2) to determine
if certificated staff perceived that differentiated
staffing improved instruction significantly; (3) to
aid in determining the strengths and weaknesses of
differentiated staffing; (4) to aid in determining
if the staff were involved in the development of the
program; and (5) to determine if certificated teachers
were more involved in the decision making process
than had been the case under traditional staffing.
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Limitations of the questionnaire.

The

questionnaire was limited in the following ways:
(1) the questionnaire was submitted to only certificated personnel; and (2) it was submitted in only
one building.
Percentage of return.

Seven of nine certifi-

cated personnel returned the questionnaire for a
return percentage of seventy-eight percent.

It should

be noted that in a differentiated staffing school
there would usually be fewer certificated teachers
to respond to a questionnaire.

RESULTS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The results of the questionnaire are broken
down into seven categories:

(1) attitude of the

Brigadoon staff toward differentiated staffing;
(2) improvement of instruction;

(3) strengths as

seen by the certificated staff; (4) weaknesses as
seen by the certificated staff; (5) involvement of
certificated staff in program development; (6) involvement of certificated staff in the decision making
process; and (7) changes desired by the certificated
staff.

A copy of the questionnaire can be found in

the appendix B..

Attitude of Brigadoon certificated staff.
The attitude of the Brigadoon staff toward their
differentiated staffing model was very positive.
Five of the respondents indicated they would have
liked to see differentiated staffing continued in
their building, while two answered they would have
liked to see it continued with some changes.

There

were no negative answers to the continuance of
differentiated staffing~
All seven respondents indicated that differentiated staffing as implemented in their building had
much more merit than the staffing patterns they had
worked under previously.
Improvement of instruction.

The Brigadoon

staff perceived their differentiated staffing model
improved instruction significantly.

Four of the

seven respondents felt that much better use was being
made of their teaching talents under differentiated
staffing than was the case under traditional staffing.
One respondent felt a little better use of his
teaching talents was being made and the last respondent
felt about the same use of his talents was being
made under the differentiated staffing model {one
person did not respond).

It was expressed by all
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seven respondents that there was more time for
planning and evaluating learning experiences.
All seven respondents indicated they were
better able to meet the needs of individual students
since differentiated staffing had been implemented.
Similarly all seven felt instruction had
improved in their building as a result of the differentiated utilization of personnel and that the students
had benefitted in terms of academic progress more
than they would have had with traditional staffing.
Strengths

.E:.§. ~

.£,Y the certificated staff.

The strengths as seen by the certificated staff were
considerable.

A compilation is as follows:

(1) better

utilization of individual talents of personnel;
(2) more individualization of instruction for students;

(3) more interesting and interacting situations for
personnel; (4) more rewarding experience for teacher;

(5) more enjoyable teacher-pupil relationship;
(6) better diagnosis of learning weakness and prescription of lesson to help improve student in areas
of weakness; (7) flexible grouping of students;

(8) team planning; and (9) an interdependence of
staff resulting in a closeness of staff.
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Weaknesses~~ .Q.y the certificated staff.
The weaknesses as seen by the Brigadoon certificated
staff were limited.

They were as follows:

(1) need

for better communication between all levels of staff;
and (2) a need for even greater involvement of the
entire staff in overall planning and the decision
making process.
Involvement of certificated staff in differentiated staffing program development.

The Brigadoon

certificated staff's opinions varied on the degree
of involvement in the planning and organization of
the differentiated staffing program.

While this

question was open to interpretation, three felt they
had been involved a great deal and three felt they
had been involved a little.
building at the time.

One was not in the

All said, however, their

concerns and ideas were considered in the planning
phase.
Involvement of certificated staff in the
decision making process.

Six of the Brigadoon certi-

ficated staff felt they were more involved in the
decision making process than was the case under
traditional staffing.

One felt the involvement was

about the same as under traditional staffing.
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Related to the decision making process was the
evaluation of teachers.

The Brigadoon staff was asked

if they formally participated in the evaluation of
other certificated staff.

Six answered they did not

and the seventh did not respond.
Changes ~he certificated staff would have
liked t o ~ in the program~ implemented in their
building.

The Brigadoon staff would have liked to

see the following changes made in their differentiated
staffing program:
(2)

(1) more time for communications;

salary according to responsibility; (3) an indexed

salary schedule comparable to the administrative
schedule;

(4) well defined role descriptions; and

(5) an agreed upon certificated teacher-student ratio.
SUMMARY
Brigadoon Elementary School was an outstanding
example of a differentiated staffing school.

The

positive results on nearly all questions would appear
to confirm the impression one received upon visiting
Brigadoon.

The results obtained in a questionnaire

at another differentiated staffing school might vary
considerably because of differences in program,
personality, implementation procedures or a myriad
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of other differences.
The Brigadoon certificated staff felt differentiated staffing had more merit than the traditional
staffing patterns they had worked under previously
and would have liked t0 see it continued in their
building.

The staff felt that instruction had been

improved a great deal and that students had benefited
academically as a result of differentiated staff
utilization.

Many strengths and a few weaknesses

were identified.

The staff were involved in the

development of the program, however, to varying degrees.
The staff felt their concerns and ideas had been
considered prior to implementation.

The staff felt

more involved in the decision making process than
had been the case before differentiated staffing had
been implemented.

Some changes were suggested such

as an indexed salary schedule similar to those received
by administrators, well defined role descriptions, and
agreed upon certificated teacher-student ratio.

CHAPTER V
POTENTIAL STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES
OF DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING
Every new organizational plan has possible
pitfalls and deficiencies.

In order to avoid as

many of the mistakes in implementing a new concept
as possible it is necessary to examine both the
potential strengths and weaknesses of that concept.
Differentiated staffing appeared very attractive in
rationale, but it should not have been considered a
panacea.

It should have been viewed as one promising

alternative for the improvement of instruction.

This

chapter was based on the questionnaire results and
the literature on differentiated staffing.
POTENTIAL STRENGTHS
Individualization of instruction.

The complete

individualization of instruction of Brigadoon Elementary was extremely impressive.

The students were self

directed to a large degree and learned to be responsible for their own learning through contracts.

An

evaluation of the Temple City Plan found the same
results (6:1).

The most overwhelming success at the

Oak Avenue Intermediate School was the degree of
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individualization that had taken place.

The teachers

at Oak Avenue felt that their most rewarding experiences
came from the close work with individuals and small
groups.
Better relationship with students.

Members of

the Brigadoon staff mentioned that they had a better
relationship with their students.

Teachers at Temple

City's Oak Avenue Intermediate School said that they
felt much closer to the students than ever before,
that they knew them better, and the usual kinds of
disciplining and pupil pressures had decreased remarkedly.

Teachers were viewed as friends of students

without loss of respect (6:1).
Pupil and teacher enthusiasm for the school.
The teachers at Brigadoon Elementary were enthused
with their school as were the students.

Both groups

appeared to find school an enjoyable place to be.
Similar results were found at Oak Avenue School (6:1).
Teacher participation in decision makingo
Teachers are well trained professionals and as such
should participate in any decisions that effect them
or their students.

The majority of teachers at Brigadoon

Elementary indicated they were more involved in the
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decision making process than before differentiated
staffing had been implemented.

Teachers at Oak

Avenue while not completely satisfied expressed the
feeling that they were in on the decisions which
affected them and they felt they were moving towards
full professional partnerships with the administration (6:2).
Teacher involvement in evaluating.

In differen-

tiated staffing the evaluation of the teacher was
conducted by other teachers.

The rationale for this

was that the teacher was a specialist who worked in
a specific field and who would have been a better
evaluator than another specialist that worked in the
same field.
sional.

It also assumed the teacher was a profes-

The principal was not necessarily excluded

from working on the evaluation with the teachers.
Fosters good teaching techniques.

Differentiated

staffing fostered good teaching techniques such as
flexible modular scheduling, individualized instruction,
use of instructional media centers, diagonosis and
prescriptive lessons for student learning problems,
use of behavioral objectives, and team teaching.
Better~ of personnel.

Differentiated staffing
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made better use of personnel because it recognized
differences in training and interests did exist among
teachers and that every teacher was not an interchangeable part.
Opportunity for advancement.

Differentiated

staffing offered the teacher a greater career potential
than traditional staffing.

Teachers would be able to

afford a career in classroom teaching.
Improvement of instructiono

Perhaps the greatest

single potential strength differentiated staffing had
was its effect on the improvement of instruction.

The

Brigadoon staff and Oak Avenue staff felt instruction
had been improved a great deal over instruction in a
traditional school setting.

It was assumed that with

the improvement of instruction with differentiated
staff utilization, an increase in student productivity,
enthusiasm, and learning would take place.
POTENTIAL WEAKNESSES
Implementing .£2!: economy reasons.

It would be

a serious mistake to implement a differentiated staffing
program for economy reasons.

Greater teacher effi-

ciency, one objective of differentiated staffing, may
be equated erroneously with increased economy (2:2).
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As indicated previously, differentiated staffing expected
to make more effective use of teaching personnel, but
the evidence indicated that it is at least as expensive
as traditional staffing and in most cases more expensive.
One safeguard against financial exploitation of
aides was to clearly define professional and nonprofessional tasks and see that allocation and performance of assignments remained in line with the preparation of the personnel (l:J).
Status differences.

The creation of an increased

number of status levels may cause undesirable hierarchical distinctions to be made.
Where position and title are overemphasized,
where perogatives of "office" are abused, and
where respect of one's colleagues is derived
from position rather than their performance,
professional relations will be unnecessarily
encumbered and vital, everyday communication,
with its essential flow of ideas could be seriously impeded (2:3).
A tone of openness and the minimizing of rank would
have to be set by those in the higher levels.

Crea-

tivity should not be limited to the higher levels of
the hierarchy.
Overspecialization.

Increased specialization by

teachers at various levels of the hierarchy did not
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insure increased productivity.

Boredom, job alienation,

possible restricting of perspective could result.
Teachers should not be limited by definitions to the
extent that role definitions become "operational
straitjackets" inhibiting one's individuality and
creativity (2:5).
Fadism.

Changing to a concept because it was

a fad was a serious mistake which ultimately detracted
from legitimate professional efforts.

Differentiated

staffing should have been implemented in fact (2:2)o
TA syndrome.

The TA syndrome was one possible

danger to differentiated staff utilization.

The use

of teaching assistants in college was an example of
the limited use of staff differentiation.

The premise

upon which teaching assistantships were based was
commendable, but questionable modifications have been
made in its application.

On some campuses teaching

assistants have taken over the burden of instruction
rather than serving as assistants to teachers.

In

differentiated staffing this could happen -- interns,
paraprofessionals, and beginning teachers given
assignments that they are not yet prepared to handle.
The use of paraprofessionals as teacher substitutes
as proposed in some cases would be an example of thiso
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It was possible that teachers could become remote from
their students and less involved.

Teachers who have

the help of auxilliary personnel should capitalize on
this as an opportunity to work more closely with
students (2:3).
Personality conflicts.

Personality conflicts

are problems that should be expected from time to time.
The principal should have some plan for handling a
personality conflict as this could seriously hinder
the operation of a team.

Consultants or sensitivity

groups may offer possible solutions.

The opportunity

for reassignment should be present if the teacher so
desires since a person not wanting to be in the program
can seriously hinder it.

The concept of differentiated

staffing should not be expected to be the ultimate for
every teacher (2:4).
Inadequate preparation for implementation.
Attempts to implement differentiated staffing without
laying the necessary ground work could end in failure.
Staff members would have to be educated to alleviate
their fears, and since differentiated staffing must
adapt to the needs of the district, educational goals
and philosophies would need redefinition.

The com-

munity should be informed of the pending change and
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explanations given.

The local education association

would have to work closely with the school board and
administrators to develop policies regarding problems
such as leave, working conditions, certificated
staff-pupil ratio, teacher placement in the hierarchy
and salaries (16:3).
Failure to develop evaluative criteria.

If

the district failed to develop some evaluative criteria
that was at least in part measurable, it would fall
into the trap districts had for years
increased student performance.

no proof of

If improved instruction

was the goal of differentiated staffing then increased
student performance should have been at least part of
the evaluation criteria.

It would have been a good

idea to have a subjective evaluation by the staff to
determine the strengths and problems the staff could
have seen in the program.

Steps to alleviate the

problem areas could then have been taken.
Students not taking responsibility inherent in
program.

Students not taking the responsibility

inherent in the program could cause problems.

In

the traditional classroom it was usually quite easy
to observe the student that wasn't producing.

In a

flexibly scheduled school students could have slipped
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by and been lost in the shuffle.

One means of avoiding

this was a student time card on which he kept track
of contracts completed each day and amount of time
spent in each subject area.

Teacher checklists

showing the number of contacts with each student in
each subject area would help alleviate this problem
(both systems used at Brigadoon, see Chapter III).

SUMMARY
Differentiated staffing should not be considered
a panacea for education, but a promising alternative
to traditional staffing for the improvement of instruction.

Potential strengths were individualization of

instruction, better rapport with students, pupil and
teacher enthusiasm, teacher participation in the
decision making process, teacher involvement in
evaluation, fostering of good teaching techniques,
better use of personnel, opportunity for advancement,
and the improvement of instruction.

It should be

mentioned that all of these potential strengths
depended on proper implementation.
Potential weaknesses were implementing for
economy reasons, status differences, overspecialization,
fadism, TA syndrome, personality conflicts, inadequate
preparation for implementation, failure to develop
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evaluative criteria, and students not taking the responsibilities inherent in the program.

Most of these

problems could have been avoided if they were anticipated and the program was implemented properly.

CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
SUMMARY
This study sought to determine the status of
differentiated staffing in the first class districts
of Washington State.

A letter of inquiry was sent to

the superintendents of the seventy first class
districts.

An exemplary differentiated staffing

model was chosen following the letter of inquiry and
a survey was conducted at Brigadoon Elementary School
in Federal Way to determine the staff's attitude
toward differentiated staffing.
Differentiated staffing was a promising concept
of staff utilization that recognized differences among
teachers and students.

Teachers were deployed

according to preparation and performance to various
differentiated roles such as master teacher, senior
teacher, staff teacher, consultant and intern.

The

rewards were commensurate with responsibility and
performance.

Teachers were able to afford a career

in the classroom rather than looking to administration
or a job out of education for advancement.
The relationship between learning and differen-
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tiated staffing was based upon the assumption that
the manner in which teachers were deployed with
students and the degree in which their relationship
was meaningful and relevant were positively correlatedo
The visit to Brigadoon Elementary School in Federal
Way and the subsequent questionnaire would indicate
that differentiated staffing had had a very positive
influence on the individualization of instruction,
staff and student morale, teacher-student relationship,
teacher involvement in the decision making process,
the improvement of instruction, and better student
performance.

Similar results were found at Oak

Avenue Intermediate School in Temple City, Californiao
It appeared that a significant number of the
first class districts in Washington State were moving
toward the differentiated utilization of staff.
Twenty-five of the seventy first class districts were
considering differentiated staffing to varying degrees.
Ten of these twenty-five or fourteen percent of the
total had implemented differentiated staffing models
that were in varying stages of development.

Several

other districts indicated extensive differentiated
staffing models would be implemented as of fall 19710
Differentiated staffing, like all new organizational patterns had potential strengths and potential
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weaknesses.

Some of the potential strengths were

individualization of instruction, pupil and teacher
enthusiasm, teacher involvement in evaluation of
other teachers, fostering of good teaching techniques,
better use of personnel, more opportunity for advancement, and the improvement of instruction.

Some of

the potential weaknesses are replacing certificated
staff with paraprofessionals for economy reasons,
status differences, over specialization, fadism,
teaching assistant syndrome, personality conflicts,
improper implementation, failure to develop performance
based criteria for evaluation, and student irresponsibility.

Most of the potential strengths can be

capitalized on and weakness avoided if careful, well
planned preparation preceded implementation.
Differentiated staffing's major objective was
the improvement of instruction through individualization of the teaching process and better deployment of
personnel.

If this objective was achieved, an

improvement in student performance should have resulted.
Evaluative criteria should be behaviorally stated so
as to measure student performance, thus while evaluation
was taking place accountability could be achieved.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations regarding the implementation
of differentiated staffing in Washington State.

As

a result of this study of the status of differentiated
staffing in Washington State and of Brigadoon Elementary
in Federal Way, the following recommendations regarding
the implementation of differentiated staffing are
submitted to any interested Washington State school
district.
1. Do not attempt to rush into differentiated
staffing but take the time to study the concept to
see if it meets the needs and goals of the district.
2. Involve teachers at all levels of implementation as this was a vital part of implementing the
concept successfully.

J. Do not implement differentiated staffing
as an economy measure. More efficient use of
educational personnel does not necessarily mean
increased economy. To implement differentiated
staffing properly was as expensive as traditional
staffing and usually slightly more expensive.
The objective should be the improvement of instruction.
4. Establish through negotiations a definite
certificated teacher-student ratio. One effective
method of hindering the effectiveness of this
promising staff utilization plan would be to establish a high teacher-student ratio. This would
alienate the teacher association and make proper
implementation difficult if not impossibleo
5. Have a paid in-service workshop (teachers
should aid in planning) to organize teams, develop
individualized programs, and aid teachers in the
proper roles and uses of interns and paraprofessionals.
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6. Start with a pilot program using volunteers.
Work out difficulties that might be peculiar to
the district before utilizing the concepto

7. Keep your community informed through the
news media, school organizations, and service
clubs about proposed program changes.

a. Make sure the faculty was involved in the
decision making process in reality and not only in
appearance.
9. Check all possible sources of revenue.
development of new programs, if promising, may
qualify the district for federal monies.

The

10. Define clearly the roles, qualifications,
and salary of each position in the teacher hierarchy.
11. Develop an evaluation criteria that was
based upon student performance. Improved instruction was the ultimate goal of differentiated
staffing. If a more meaningful educational experience
had been supplied each child through the differentiated staffing program then an increase in student
performance should result and if goals were
behaviorally stated, be measurable.
Concluding statement.

The economic recession

was not conducive to innovation.

It was hoped a:

fair and equiptable tax structure could be reached
by the legislature that would support education at
the level it should have been and thus making innovation easier and more feasible.

Although differen-

tiated staffing appeared attractive and had a great
deal of potential, the fiscal problems seriously
hindered the proper implementation of the concepto
School districts were different and the way
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they fulfilled their goals were different.

The

results of this study indicated differentiated
staffing was a viable alternative to traditional
staffing patterns if properly implemented.

It was

not a panacea that would solve all of education's
problems, however, it did take a large step toward
better meeting the needs of individual students and
toward offering greater professional opportunity
and reward to teachers.

It was essential to remember

differentiated staffing was not an end in itself, but
a vehicle for the improvement of instructionQ
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APPENDIX

LETTER OF INQUIRY
Superintendent First Class Districts
April 1971
Dear Sir,
The purpose of this letter is to determine what
First Class Districts in Washington State have
implemented or are planning on implementing a differentiated staffing program. This letter is part of a
Masters Thesis study through Central Washington State
College. Please check one of the following:
Have implemented a differentiated staffing
model.
Have formed committees to work on a differentiated staffing model.
Plan to form committees to study the differentiated staffing concept.
No plans to implement a differentiated
staffing plan at this time.
Your prompt reply is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Edward C. Tiegs
Social Studies Teacher
A.W. Dimmitt Junior High
Renton School District #403

COMPILATION OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
May 1971
Certified Staff
Brigadoon Elementary School
Fodera l Way , Washington
Dear Staff,
This questionnaire is part of a Master'~ Thesis dealing
With differentiated staffing. The purpose is to help
determine the attitude and opinion of teachers and administrators toward differentiated staffing in those buildings
having implemented the concept. A summary of the results
of the questionnaire will be a,ent t.o each building included in the study.

I realize you have a very busy schedule.

to complete this is greatly appreciated.
your participation.
Sit1,oercly,

Edward c. Tioga
Social Studies Tuacher
A. W. DlrlUll.itt Junior High
R~nton School District #403

Tdking the timo
Thank you for

BRIGADOON

Name

Schuol District

(optional)

FEDERAL WAY :/IJ:..,10

Official Position-,----.--~--·----- (e.g. team leader, staff
teacher, master teacher, department head)
Grades Taught This Year K-6

----,

Sex

Years of Ex~erience _!!_..1l_2

__ ----

Length of Contract

Teaohing Assignment Currently

----' ----'

,

18~

days

--

Amount of Time S~ent Tuaohin~ Fboh Day (hrs.)
Planning and Conference Time Each Day (hrs.) _-1..__
Professional Organization (check as many as appropriate)
_ _ AFT
_;__ other
___ none
1.

X

NEA

Were you involved in the planning and organization of the dif-

ferentiated staffing program as implemented in your district and/er
building?
not in the district and/or building at the time
a great deal
a little
not involved at all
2.

Wore your concerns and ideas considered in the planning phase

of the program'?
1
6

J.

not in the building and/or district at the time
yes.
no
usually
hardly at all

Do you have more time for planning and evaluating learning ex-

periences since differentiated staffing has been implemented in your
building?
6

.much more
a little more
approximately the same amount of time
less time
much less time

4o

Do you have more time for conducting learning experiences since

differentiated staffing has been implemented in your building?
4

__g__

5o

Do you have team teaching?

7_
6.

yes
no

Does your team include a paraprofessional?
_J__

. 2..
1
7o

much more time
1:1 little more
approximately the same amount of time
less time
much less time

yes, always
yes, most of the time
occaisionally
seldom
never

Did you or your team receive preparation for the use of a para-

professional?
yes
no
8~

Do you use behavioral objectives to measure the progress of your

students?

7

yes
no
sometimes

9. Have the students in your building benefited in terms of academic
progress more than they would have with traditional staffing?

7.

a great deal
a little more
approximately the same
less
much less

10~

Do you feel better use is being made of your teaching talents

now than was the case under traditional staffing?
much better
a little better
about the same
not as good

11~

How doea your involvement i~ the decision making process in

your buildingcomparo with the case before differentiated staffing
was implemented?

5
7-

more involved now
less involved now
about the same

Are you better able to meet the needs of individual students
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since differentiated staffing has boon implemented?

2

yes
no
about the same as before

Do you feel instruction has been improved as a result of the

l.3,

differentiated st~ffing organization of your building?

7

14.

a great deal
a little more
same as before
not as good as before
much worse than befolll'e

Do you have more opportunity to advance in salary and prestige

as a teacher now than you did previously under a traditional staffing arrangment?
1

_L

much more
a little more
about the same
a little less
much less

15.

Do you formally participate in tho evaluation of other certi-

ficated staff in your building and/or department?
yes

no
16.

Wuuld yoll like to see differentiated staffing continued in

your building?

_5__
2

170

yes
no
yes, with changes

What are the strong points to be derived from differentiated

staffing as you see it implemented in your building?
1.
2.

3.

I+.

5.

6.
7.

18&

Please list in order of strength.
Better utilization of individual talents or personnel.
Greater individualization of instruction.
More interesting and interacting situations for
personnel.
More rewarding experience for teachers.
More enjoyable pupil-teacher relationship.
Small and large group instruction.
Well defined responsibilities.

What are the weak points of differentiated staffing as you soo

it implemented?

Need for better communication with all levels of
staff.
Need for more involvement in the decision making
process in regard to overall planning.

19.

What changes would you liko to soo in tho differentiated

staffing program as implemented in your district and/or building?
Please list in order of importance.
1.
2.

J.

4.

Salary, according to responsibility and an
indexed salary schedule.
More time for communication.
Definite certificated teacher-pupil ratio.
Better defined role descriptions.

Docs differentiated staffing, as implemented in your building,
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have more merit than tho staffing organizations you have worked
under previously?

7

much more
a little more
about tho same
t1 little less
.milch loss

